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Abstract
We analyze the spatio-temporal dynamics of capital and pollution in an economic growth model with
purposive environmental protection activities. The production process of a unique homogeneous good
generates pollution, thus the increases in output associated with economic growth tend to rise the stock of
pollution. Pollution is a negative production externality which thus feeds back on the economy lowering the
level of output; in order to compensate for such a negative effect associated with economic development,
pollution is reduced by publicly funded abatement activities. We firstly consider a Solow-type framework
in which economic and environmental policies are completely exogenous, and then we move to a Ramseytype context in which they are endogenously determined. We analyze the spatio-temporal dynamics of
the model economy through numerical simulations, and we consider two different specifications of the
production function (a globally concave and a convex-concave technology) in order to stress the role that
eventual poverty traps might play on both economic and environmental outcomes. We show that in
the convex-concave technology framework, whenever rich regions are substantially rich diffusion can help
poor regions to escape their poverty traps; if however they are not rich enough diffusion might condemn
also rich regions to collapse. However, even if rich regions are particularly rich whenever the pollution
externality is strong, the whole spatial economy might be doomed to collapse.
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Introduction

Understanding the mutual implications between economic activities and environmental degradation has been
an important research topic for the last decades (Solow, 1974; Stokey, 1998). Nowadays also policymakers
seem to agree that some concrete effort is needed to effectively promote sustainable development (UNEP,
2012), thus the question has become even more relevant than ever. Much attention in literature is placed on
the joint evolution of capital and pollution, looking for conditions ensuring that sustainable growth is actually
possible (see Xepapadeas, 2005, for a survey; or, among others, Gradus and Smulders, 1993; Bovenberg and
Smulders, 1995; Brock and Taylor, 2010). To the best of our knowledge, all the existing works focus only
on the temporal economic and environmental dynamics without considering their spatial interaction. This
∗
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is clearly a strong limitation since pollution is a global phenomenon with no geographical barriers and not
restricted within national borders. Moreover, since the typical macroeconomic framework is constructed
around a representative agent, it is not possible to analyze how the behavior of certain individuals might
affect the behavior of others located in different venues. In order to more realistically describe the world’s
environmental problems, it is then essential to extend the analysis to a spatial dimension. This is the goal
of this paper which thus wishes to shed some light on the joint spatio-temporal evolution of capital and
pollution. Since no other paper tries to analyze such a complex and delicate issue, it seems convenient to
focus on the simplest possible framework. Specifically, we first consider a Solow-type (1956) model, where
agents’ decisions are exogenously given. However, the choices of agents in different locations affect one
another through a certain diffusion term. Our approach is similar to Brock and Taylor’s (2010) in their
celebrated green Solow model. With respect to them in order to maintain the model simple we do not
allow for (cleaning) technological progress, but we assume that a certain amount of resources is devoted
to pollution abatement activities. This means that the saving and environmental protection behavior is
exogenous, and agents’ spatial heterogeneity is crucial in determining capital and pollution accumulation.
After analyzing such a Solow-type framework, we consider a Ramsey (1928) version of the problem in which
economic and environmental policies (i.e., consumption and abatement) are endogenously determined.
This work tries to combine the macroeconomic and economic geography literature with the growth and
environment literature. The growth and environment literature is quite dated and wide (see Smulders,
1999, for a survey), and it mainly shows that in the one-sector framework growth and environment may be
compatible or not according to the relative size of the crowding out and productivity effects (Smulders, 1999).
The former effect refers to the amount of resources that needs to be subtracted from capital investment in
order to protect the environment, while the latter to the potential effects that the environment may induce
on production. The macroeconomic and economic geography literature is instead limited and recent. After
the seminal works of Krugman (1991, 1992) analyzing spatial dynamic models to highlight the importance
of economic geography1 , only recently geographic issues have been introduced in canonical macroeconomic
models. Camacho and Zou (2004) extend the classical Solow model to the spatial dimension to allow some
heterogeneity across different locations, showing the existence of and convergence to a stationary solution.
Brito (2004) and Boucekkine et al. (2009) deal with a similar spatial extension of the classical Ramsey model,
by focusing on the problems that may arise in a framework of optimal control when the state equations are
parabolic differential equations2 . While all the previous works adopt a neoclassical Cobb-Douglas production
technology, Boucekkine et al. (2013b) consider an AK framework allowing to derive an analytical expression
for the optimal capital dynamics showing that the spatial structure implies convergence in the capital level
across locations even if the returns to capital are constant. Our work is also partly related to another line of
research which analyzes the spatial implications and the eventual emergence of patterns and agglomerations
in environmental and ecological economics models. Brock and Xepapadeas (2008, 2010) characterize under
which conditions diffusion can generate or destroy spatial heterogeneity and agglomeration, with or without
the presence of an optimizing planner. Camacho and Pérez–Barahona (2015) study a problem of optimal
land use in the presence of local and global pollution, where land is immobile by nature but local actions
affect the whole space since pollution flows across locations.
Our paper borrows from all these literatures by analyzing the growth and pollution nexus in a context
of spatial heterogeneity in which both capital and pollution diffuse across space and accumulate over time.
Specifically, the spatio-temporal dynamics of capital is similar to what considered in the macroeconomics and
economic geography literature (Boucekkine et al., 2009), while the spatio-temporal dynamics of pollution
1

The economic geography literature studies the location, distribution and spatial organization of economic activities across
the real world. In particular, it finds out that economic activity is strongly concentrated in a small proportion of the planet’s
surface, and such a concentration exists not only at world level, but also at several other levels: on metropoli or coasts, within
countries, or on particular locations, for many industries (see Fujita et al., 1999; and Fujita and Thisse, 2002).
2
On the control of partial differential equations arising in the economic growth framework, see also Boucekkine et al. (2013a)
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is consistent with the spatial environmental literature (Camacho and Pérez–Barahona, 2015); the mutual
interaction between economic and abatement activities and pollution is enriched according to the feedback
externality considered in the growth and environment literature (Smulders, 1999). Indeed, we consider a
spatial model where agents are located across a linear city, and economic production has the side effect of
generating emissions which increase the stock of pollution, and pollution represents a negative production
externality, which therefore reduces capital accumulation. Thus crowding out capital investments will not
only reduce pollution but will also allow to alleviate its negative impact on output, due to a negative
productivity effect. We assume that green activities are financed by the tax revenue (capital investments
are subject to taxation) and these abatement efforts allow to reduce a certain share of locally generated
emissions. The dynamics of both capital and pollution is not trivial since pollution generated in a certain
location will affect also the productivity in other locations, via both diffusive and non diffusive mechanisms.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces our spatial Solow-type model, summarized by two
partial differential equations describing the capital and pollution diffusion, respectively. Since closed form
solutions cannot be derived, in section 3 we explore the model’s outcome through numerical simulations
under two alternative scenarios; the first case considers the traditional concave Cobb-Douglas production
function while the second one a convex-concave technology in order to represent the growth and environment
problems in developed and developing countries, respectively (see Skiba, 1978). We compare the model’s
outcome under these two different production technology specifications and under different intensities of the
diffusion parameters, showing that higher degrees of diffusion can dampen the convergence effects implied
by diminishing marginal returns in capital accumulation. Moreover, we show that in the convex-concave
production framework the spatial implications of capital and pollution, thanks to two different channels
(namely, diffusion and pollution externality), might allow poor regions to escape their poverty traps (or
alternatively, it might condemn also rich regions to collapse in the long run). Section 4 presents the Ramsey
(1928) version of our problem, where the social planner optimally determines consumption and the environmental policy instrument, thus the economy is summarized by an optimal control problem in which the state
equations are two partial differential equations. We compare such an optimally planned outcome with what
discussed in the previous section highlighting the effects of (optimal) policymaking on the economic and environmental outcomes. Section 5 as usual concludes and proposes directions for future research. Technical
details about the algorithm used to perform our numerical simulations are discussed in appendix A.

2

The Solow-Type Model

We introduce a spatial component in the Solow model, following the approach in Brito (2004), Camacho
and Zou (2004), and Camacho et al. (2008). In particular, we assume a continuous space structure to
represent that the economy develops along a linear city (see Hotelling, 1929), where not only capital diffuses
across different locations but also pollution, even if generated in a specific location, diffuses over the whole
economy (Camacho and Pérez–Barahona, 2015). Therefore k(x, t) and p(x, t) denote respectively the capital
stock held by and the pollution stock faced by a representative household located in the position x at date
t, in a compact interval [xa , xb ] ⊂ R, and t ≥ 0. We abstract from population growth and without loss of
generality the population size is normalized to unity. We also assume that the initial capital and pollution
distribution, k(x, 0) and p(x, 0), are known and there is no capital or pollution flow through the boundary
of [xa , xb ] namely the directional derivative is null, ∂k(x,t)
= ∂p(x,t)
= 0, at x = xa and x = xb . The
∂x
∂x
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spatio-temporal dynamic model is summarized by the following system of partial differential equations:
∂k(x, t)
∂t

∂p(x, t)
∂t

∂ 2 k(x, t) s(x)f [k(x, t)][1 − τ (x)]
+
− δk k(x, t).
∂x2
d[k(x, t)]
∂ 2 k(x, t) s(x)f [k(x, t)][1 − u(x)]
+
− δk k(x, t).
= dk
∂x2
a + b[p(x, t)]2
Z xb
∂ 2 p(x, t)
[1 − u(x0 )]f [k(x0 , t)]ϕ(x0 , x)dx0 − δp p(x, t).
= dp
+
θ
∂x2
xa
= dk

(1)
(2)

Equation (1) describes the evolution of capital. The functions s(x) and τ (x) describe the savings rate
and the environmental tax rate at the location x, respectively; note that they are assumed to be constant
over time but heterogenous across space. The production technology f [k(x, t)] uses only capital as an
input thus pollution is not a factor of production; however, pollution reduces the level of output through the
following damage function d[k(x, t)] = a+b[p(x, t)]2 . This specification states that in absence of pollution the
production externality is totally irrelevant while as pollution increases output falls more than proportionally.
The production technology will be specified as being globally concave or convex-concave later. The local
government levies taxes proportional to capital investments to finance environmental protection activities;
we assume it wishes to maintain a balanced budget at any point in time, such that the tax revenue is totally
devoted to reduce pollution. At location x the tax revenue is r(x, t) = τ (x)sf [k(x, t)], while abatement
activities, a(x, t), decrease a certain share of pollution, u(x) ∈ [0, 1], by employing a certain amount of
not consumed output with the following cost a(x, t) = C[u(x)]sf [k(x, t)], where C(·) is the cost function
(C 0 > 0, C 00 > 0) of abatement activities which are assumed to be convex and concave as in Kelly (2003).
By equating the tax revenue and abatement we obtain that τ (x) = C[u(x)] = 1 − [1 − u(x)] with  > 1,
where the cost function is assumed to take the suitable form proposed by Bartz and Kelly (2008). Note
that this specification is very convenient since it allows for a one-to-one relationship between the tax rate
and the share of abated emissions: if u(x) = 0 then τ (x) = 0 such that there is no pollution reduction and
(not consumed) production is only allocated to capital accumulation; if u(x) = 1 then τ (x) = 1 such that
all generated emissions are abated and production is entirely devoted to reduce pollution.
Equation (2) illustrates the evolution of pollution. Production generates emissions which increase linearly
the stock of pollution and θ measures the degree of environmental inefficiency of economic activities. As
in Marsiglio (2015), these abatement activities reduce a share u(x) of emissions, thus 1 − u(x) represents
unabated emissions. The integral term describes the idea that the emission flows at the position x are due
not only to the productive activities at the same spot x but also to the productive activities in different
localities, meaning that production at location x0 , ∀x0 ∈ [xa , xb ], does impact also on the emission flows faced
∂2
0
by location x. Differently from the diffusion term embodied in Laplacian operator ∂x
2 , the kernel ϕ(x, x )
does not describe how pollution spreads across space, but it is a purely static term characterizing proximity
externalities not involving mobility; for example, these externalities may be generated by a pollutant that
does not diffuse but nevertheless affect the neighbouring areas. In the extreme case we choose the Dirac’s
delta function as the kernel, the static externality effect would be eliminated (since the integral in the
equation for p then evaluates to f [k(x, t)]) and the above system would read as:
∂k(x, t)
∂t
∂p(x, t)
∂t

∂ 2 k(x, t) s(x)f [k(x, t)][1 − u(x)]
+
− δk k(x, t).
∂x2
a + b[p(x, t)]2
∂ 2 p(x, t)
= dp
+ θ[1 − u(x)]f [k(x, t)] − δp p(x, t).
∂x2
= dk

With the simultaneous presence of diffusion and static externalities, our model can deal with a composite
pollutant that presents both the characteristics connected to diffusion and static externalities. In both
equations (1) and (2), the parameters δk and δp represent the depreciation rate of capital and pollution,
respectively; similarly the parameters dk and dp measure the diffusion across space of capital and pollution,
4

respectively. Specifically, dk ∈ [0, 1] represents the hindrances which dampen spatial diffusion of capital,
such as custom barriers, quantitative restrictions or any other government measure with the aim to contain
the movements of capital and machines; the term dp ∈ [0, 1] measures the natural tendency of pollution to
spread across space, which to a large extent is out of the control of human beings.
For each fixed pair of savings rate and share of emission abated (s, u), the above system of partial
differential equations (1) - (2) admits a unique solution (k c,u , pc,u ). The steady state solution is a pair of
smooth functions k̄ c,u , p̄c,u ∈ C 2 ((xa , xb )) ∩ C 1 ([xa , xb ]) which satisfy the following system:
d2 k(x) s(x)f [k(x)][1 − u(x)]
+
− δk k(x).
dx2
a + bp(x)2
Z xb
d2 p(x)
[1 − u(x0 )]f [k(x0 , t)]ϕ(x0 , x)dx0 − δp p(x).
0 = dp
+
+θ
dx2
xa
0 = dk

Let us define v = (k, p) and the following vector-valued function:
"
#
sf (k)[1−u]
−
δ
k
k
2
F (v) := F (k, p) = R xb a+bp
0
xa f (k)ϕdx − δp p
The model (1) - (2) can be rewritten in vectorial form as an ordinary differential equation in a suitable
Banach space as follows:
dv
= D∆v + F (v),
dt
where D = diag(di ) is a diagonal matrix and ∆ corresponds to the second order derivative with respect
to the spatial variable. Denote by W the real Banach space C([a, b]) of continuous vector-valued functions
P
v : [a, b] → R2 endowed with the usual norm kvk = i supx∈[a,b] |vi (x)|. The problem (1) - (2) defines a local
semiflow Ψ on the Banach space W . For any v0 = (k0 , p0 ) ∈ W , Ψ(t; v0 ) provides the unique solution of
the problem (1) - (2) and it satisfies both the maximality and the compactness property (see Mora, 1983).
Moreover, it is also possible to prove that the solutions k(x, t) and p(x, t) satisfy:
k(x, t) ≥ 0, p(x, t) ≥ 0 , and p(x, t) is bounded from above, x ∈ [xa , xb ], t ≥ 0.

3

Spatio-Temporal Dynamics

It is well known that systems similar to ours cannot be solved analytically (with the exception of the linear
production function case, as in Boucekkine et al., 2013b). Thus, in order to analyze the behavior of capital
and pollution we need to rely on numerical simulations. In the following we consider two different specifications of the production function: a globally concave Cobb-Douglas production function which represents the
natural benchmark for our analysis, and a convex-concave production technology, as in Anita et al. (2013).
This is introduced in order to allow for the possibility of poverty traps and compare how the outcomes may
differ from the canonical Cobb-Douglas case. Such a convex-concave specification rely on Skiba’s (1978)
argument that decreasing marginal returns can describe only developed economies, while for less developed
countries capital may need first to exceed a certain threshold in order for decreasing marginal returns to
settle in.

3.1

Concave Production: the Benchmark Case

Consider first a neoclassical, globally concave, Cobb-Douglas production function:
f [k(x, t)] = Ak(x, t)q , q < 1,
5

(3)

where A is a productivity parameter and q < 1 denotes the capital share. In this case, the semiflow Ψ is
monotone and concave, guaranteeing the convergence to a nontrivial steady state. To visualize the long-run
behavior of the system (1) - (2), we perform a numerical simulation, with the following parameter values
and initial conditions:

s(x) = 0.2, u(x) = 0.5, θ = 0.02,  = 1.5, xa = −1, xb = 1,





δk = 0.05, δp = 0.05, a = 1, b = 0.01,





kh = 0.86, ph = 0.86, dh = 0.1, σh2 = 0.06,


 k = 0.22, p = 0.22, d = 0.001, σ 2 = 0.5,
l
l
l
l
(4)
 A = 100, q = 0.33, dk = dp = dh ,


2
2


− x2
− x2

σ
σ

h
h

, p(x, 0) = p(x, 0)h = ph e
,
k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)h = kh e


0 )2


 ϕ(x0 x) = √ 1 e− (x−x
1
2ε2
, with ε = √2π .
2πε
In Section 4 we will let the saving rate and share of abated emissions be endogenously determined, but
for the time being we simply assume they are constant over time but non-homogeneous across space. We
firstly allow the saving rate, s, to be constant at any location, namely we set s(x, t) = 0.2 which represents
a standard value for Solow-type models (in a spatial growth context, see Camacho and Zou, 2004). The
depreciation rate of capital and the capital share, δk = 0.05 and q = 0.33 respectively, are consistent with
most of the growth literature (see Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 2004). The pollution decay rate, δp is set equal
to 0.05 (see, for example Saltari e Travaglini, 2014). The share of abated emission, u(x, t), is constant at
its average value, u(x, t) = 0.5. The cost parameter, , is set equal to 2 for the sake of simplicity: different
choices of  around such a value do not change our conclusions. The diffusion coefficients, dk and dp , are set
arbitrarily to allow the diffusion to clearly affect the economic and environmental outcomes, permitting thus
to appreciate the consequences of this force on capital and pollution; specifically, we will consider high and
low diffusion coefficients, dh and dl respectively. The initial distribution of capital and pollution, k(x, 0) and
p(x, 0), are chosen to mimic an initial non-homogeneous distribution of k and p. The auxiliary parameters
kh , kl , ph , pl , σh2 and σl2 , shape the initial profile of capital and pollution, and are set to simplify the
comparisons between the different scenarios in the remainder of the paper. The environmental production
inefficiency, θ, the total factor productivity, A, and the two damage function parameters, a and b, are set
in such a way to improve the readability of our (graphical) results, that is to facilitate an immediate grasp
of the main ideas just by a glance at the figures: their numerical values do not affect any of our qualitative
results.
It is worth to comment on the specification of the kernel function ϕ(x0 , x). If our spatial domain was
R +∞
infinite, the function ϕ(x0 , x) would possess the following property: −∞ ϕ(x0 , x)dx0 = 1. That would be
interesting because we could think about the Dirac’s delta function as the limit distribution of our kernel
function. This point of view could then help us to interpret our integro partial differential system as a natural
generalization of a standard reaction diffusion system. Our domain is actually finite and the specified kernel
function introduces some asymmetries. In particular the closer the position x is to the left (right) boundary
xa (xb ), the more truncated is the left (right) tail of the kernel function, and the less contribution the integral
provides to the pollution faced at the point x. Hence the central regions around x = 0 are the most affected
by the static spatial externalities. In other words, the specified kernel function is chosen to allow the Dirac’s
delta function to be its limit distribution, and to create an externality with spatial heterogeneity effects, as
we will see.
The evolution of both capital and pollution are illustrated in Figure 1. Intuitively in our benchmark
Cobb-Douglas case, since the production function is concave, the economy does not have to face take off
problems3 and therefore as time elapses, both capital and pollution reach their positive steady state levels.
Therefore, the economy develops along a sustainable path: capital and pollution first have dynamics and
3

See Skiba (1978) and Sachs et al. (2004) for a critical discussion of the assumption of decreasing marginal returns, embedded
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p(x,T)

k(x,T)
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8.652

57.1

8.65
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8.648
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8.646

56.8

8.644

56.7
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−1

56.4

−0.5

0
Space x

0.5

56.3
−1

1

−0.5

0
Space x

0.5

1

Figure 1: Cobb-Douglas production case: evolution of capital and pollution (dk = dp = dh and k(x, 0) =
k(x, 0)h )
then stabilize at their positive long run level. Note that the long run steady state is non-homogeneous
across space; to understand such an outcome we need to consider the two opposite forces acting on the
spatial distribution of capital and pollution. On the one hand, diffusion is a convergence mechanism, that
is diffusion tends to smooth the spatial differences out, translating the idea of decreasing returns to capital:
capital moves toward regions where the returns are higher, that is regions in which capital is scarce. If
there are no spatial exogeneous differences either in the production function or in the saving rate or in the
abatement share, namely if f , s and u do not explicitly depend on x, this smoothing out process continues
until the initial space dependent profiles k(x, 0) and p(x, 0) fade away (see Brito, 2004, Camacho and Zou
2004). On the other hand, the integral term represents a divergence mechanism: it introduces (static) nondiffusive spatial externalities at location x, being the positions around x = 0 the most affected venues by the
amount of pollution available in the overall economy. We can think about such non-diffusive contributions
as the effect of that part of the stock of pollution that is really hard to move, such that it cannot diffuse
but still affects the areas surrounding the production site. Looking at the steady state profiles of capital
and pollution, at the bottom panels of Figure 1, it is possible to conclude that overall the strength of the
diffusive force is not enough to completely overcome the effect of the spatial externality. The regions with
the highest levels of steady state pollution are the central ones, since the integral-induced effect is stronger.
As a consequence, given the role of the damage function, these are even the regions where less capital is
accumulated in the long run. In order to more easily visualize the divergence role of the kernel integral we
repeat the above simulation with the same parameter values, except for the absence of integral term, that
in a concave production function. They claim that such a formulation can be considered an accurate description only of developed
economies, but cannot be applied to less developed economies, often facing poverty traps; for this reason Skiba (1978) suggests
that convex-concave production functions can better describe real world economies.
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Figure 2: Cobb-Douglas production case: evolution of capital and pollution (with d1 = d2 = 1 and k0 = 1,
along with φ(x) = δ(x)).
is we set φ(x) = δ(x). The system becomes:
∂k(x, t)
∂ 2 k(x, t) s(x)f [k(x, t)][1 − u(x, t)]
= d1
+
− δk k(x, t).
∂t
∂x2
a + bp(x, t)2
∂ 2 p(x, t)
∂p(x, t)
= d2
+ θ[1 − u(x, t)]f [k(x, t)] − δp p(x, t).
∂t
∂x2
As we can see in Figure 2, capital and pollution reach a spatially homogeneous steady state, given that now
diffusion is the only force taking place. Thus, by comparing the bottom part of Figure 1 and Figure 2 it is
possible to appreciate the contribution of the non-diffusive spatial externalities (i.e., the integral term) in
the fully fledged model. Non-diffusive spatial externalities by introducing some spatial heterogeneity in the
evolution of pollution allow some spatial heterogeneity to persist in the long run level of both capital and
pollution.

3.2

Convex-Concave Production and Poverty Traps

In order to enrich both the economic and environmental dynamics and consider the eventual presence and
effects of poverty traps on the accumulation and diffusion of capital and pollution over time and across
space, we now focus on a convex-concave production function as suggested in Skiba (1978). For the sake of
simplicity, as in Anita et al. (2013) we consider the following functional form:
f [k(x, t)] =

α1 k(x, t)q
, q > 1,
1 + α2 k(x, t)q

(5)

where α1 is a productivity parameter, and α2 measures eventual diseconomies4 . Because the production
function is S-shaped, the analysis of the model is complicated due to lack of concavity of the evolution oper4
Even if it can be discussed whether this specific formulation of a convex-concave production is relevant or can be empirically
supported, there are no doubts on the fact that the standard neoclassical globally concave production function is overly simple
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ator; some analytical results about local stability of steady states can be found in Capasso and Maddalena
(1982). Capasso et. al. (2010) analyze a spatial Solow model under a similar non-concave production function showing the existence of three equilibria, where two are stable and one is unstable, with the unstable
equilibrium corresponding to the poverty trap threshold, as discussed in Skiba (1978).
By assuming such a specification for the production function our model might give rise to similar poverty
trap outcomes. Before looking more in depth to what this implies for our economic and environmental
framework, we need to carefully understand what a poverty trap might represent in our spatial framework.
In Skiba’s (1978) seminal work, since a space structure is completely missing the poverty trap threshold is the
initial capital level, say kth , that separates the basins of attraction of the lower and the upper stable equilibria:
if the economy starts below this threshold, k0 < kth , the system evolves towards the lower equilibrium kl ,
while the upper equilibrium ku is eventually reached if the initial capital is above kth , i.e. k0 > kth ; basically,
kth is a point in the capital domain representing the unstable equilibrium of the economy. The introduction
of a space structure like ours complicates dramatically the analysis. Indeed, since we are dealing with an
infinite dimensional problem, the equivalent notion of poverty trap threshold is a C 2 -function, representing
the unstable (middle) equilibrium of the system: if the initial distribution of capital were exactly equal to
this threshold function k0 (x) = kth (x), the system would not evolve at all. All the other initial distributions
of capital are attracted either to the low or to the high equilibrium, but it is not possible to order them
with an inequality sign, as in the one dimensional case, because there is no such an ordering in the space of
functions. Nevertheless, in the absence of diffusion, it is possible to define a “spatial poverty trap threshold”
function: this spatial threshold will help us to appreciate the effects of diffusion in a number of scenarios.
In order to understand what this spatial threshold function may represent, let us neutralize for a while both
the diffusion (by setting dk = dp = 0) and all the spatial exogenous heterogeneities (setting both the saving
rate and the share of abated emission equal to some constant value, s(x) = s and u(x) = u, and the kernel
function equal to the Dirac’s delta function, φ(x) = δ(x)), apart from those due to the initial capital and
pollution distribution (letting k(x, 0) = k0 (x) and p(x, 0) = p0 (x)); this implies that the space variable x in
our system is now de facto a parameter. The system of partial differential equations (1) - (2) boils down
to the following parametric system of ordinary differential equations, which at each point x can be solved
along with the initial conditions k(x, 0) = k(x) and p(x, 0) = p(x):
dkx (t)
dt
dpx (t)
dt

=

sf [kx (t)][1 − u]
− δk kx (t).
a + bpx (t)2

= θ[1 − u]f [kx (t)] − δp px (t).

(6)
(7)

The above system has clearly three equilibria, two stable and one unstable. The unstable equilibrium kth is
the poverty trap threshold, exactly as in Skiba’s (1978) framework. Now we can define k(x) = kth as our
spatial poverty trap threshold, that is a function representing what the poverty trap threshold might be in
a framework with no diffusion.
to give rise to realistic results. The formulation we present here maintains very useful tractable properties and allows for the
existence of poverty traps. In particular, if q > 1, it satisfies most of the neoclassical properties, since it shows constant returns
to scale, positive and diminishing (only for higher capital levels) marginal returns which converge to zero as capital gets larger
and larger. If q ≤ 1, instead the production function results to be concave, and the results will not be qualitatively different
from the Cobb-Douglas case. For this reason we consider such a type of production function to be a better benchmark for
investigating real world problems.
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For the simulations5 in this section, the values of the parameters and initial conditions are the following:


















s(x) = 0.2, u(x) = 0.5, θ = 0.02,  = 1.5, xa = −1, xb = 1,
δk = 0.05, δp = 0.05, a = 1, b = 0.01, α1 = 1, α2 = 1,
kh = 0.86, ph = 0.86, dh = 0.1, σh2 = 0.06,
kl = 0.22, pl = 0.22, dl = 0.001, σl2 = 0.5,
A = 100, q = 4, dk = dp = dh or dl ,
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k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)l = kl e σl , p(x, 0) = p(x, 0)l = pl e σl ,



(x−x0 )2


1
e− 2ε2 , with ε = √12π .
ϕ(x0 x) = √2πε

(8)

In Figure 3 we compare two initial capital distributions (we do leave pollution aside for the time being),
their dynamics and their long run behavior, in the absence of diffusion. In the top panels the red dotted
line represents the spatial threshold introduced above6 : we can see that the share of rich (i.e., those lying
above the threshold) and poor (i.e., those lying below the threshold) regions is the same in the two scenarios,
while the initial spatial distribution of capital is clearly different (in the left panel rich regions are relatively
much richer than poor regions, while in the right panel rich and poor regions do not show such a strong
difference in their initial capital endowments). In the absence of capital diffusion the only thing that matters
for the dynamic evolution of the economy is the initial capital level, thus it turns out that the two scenarios
have similar dynamics (middle panels), and identical long run spatial profiles (bottom panels): rich regions
converge towards the high equilibrium, while poor regions are trapped in the low (zero capital) equilibrium.
In Figure 4 diffusion steps in and the two scenarios have no longer the same dynamics and long run
outcome: in the left panels, where the rich regions have a more abundant endowment of capital, the diffusioninduced effect is beneficial and even poor regions are able to reach the high equilibrium. However, diffusion
is not beneficial a priori, as we can see from the right panels of the same Figure: if the capital endowment
of the rich regions is not sufficiently large, diffusion could even bring every region, both rich and poor
regions, to collapse. What this result suggests is that the initial capital distribution plays a fundamental
role in determining whether the convergence mechanism triggered by diffusion might have overall a positive
or negative effect on the whole spatial economy; in particular, if rich regions are particularly rich diffusion
can help poor regions to escape the poverty trap. In economic terms, this means that in a spatial economy
with heterogeneous capital endowments, whenever rich regions are rich enough the spatial economy might
have internally the resources required to provide poor regions with the big push they need to escape poverty
(Sachs et al., 2004); whenever rich regions are not rich enough the spatial economy might fail in the attempt
to help poor regions and as a result also rich regions will be pulled into poverty.
In this discussion about the strength of diffusion in shaping the dynamics of the spatial economy, we
have not considered the effects of pollution yet. However, pollution crucially affects the dynamics of capital
through two terms: the degree of environmental inefficiency of economic activities (the parameter θ) and
the damage function (the parameters a and b); if any of these terms increases, the spatial threshold rises too
while the high equilibrium level of capital falls, making escaping the poverty trap more difficult and at the
same time the long run outcome less satisfactory. We can observe such an outcome in Figure 5, where both
the economy on the left and right panels share the same initial capital endowments as the economy on the
left panels of the previous Figure 4 (that is, rich regions are substantially rich), but they are characterized
5

In the following simulations we set arbitrarily q = 4, since the qualitative results are equivalent for any other value of q such
that q > 1, which represents the relevant case for generating an S-shaped production function, according to (5).
6
In this paper, as a matter of expositional simplicity, we refer to the set of locations lying above the spatial threshold as
“rich regions” and the set of those lying below the spatial threshold as “poor regions”. Note that also within the group of rich
and poor regions there exists a certain degree of heterogeneity in the initial distribution of capital, what we we will be referring
to as “spatial capital distribution”.
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Figure 3: S-shaped production case: initial capital allocation for k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)h (left panel), and k(x, 0) =
k(x, 0)l (right panel),spatial poverty trap threshold and evolution of capital and pollution (no diffusion).
by different values of b and θ (we increase b in the economy on the left, and we increase θ in the economy
on the right). The dynamics are slightly different but the long run behavior of the economies is the same:
long run collapse. We can note that the two parameters affect the dynamics of capital in a very different
way: when b increases the rich regions in which also the initial pollution is high, immediately experience
the stronger negative effects associated with the pollution externality losing their capital advantage, while
when θ increases the rich regions keep their initial capital advantage on poor regions for some time. This
highlights that the damage function (by affecting the capital dynamic equation) affects the economy even in
the short run and its implication on the spatial distribution of capital can be detected soon, while the degree
of environmental inefficiency (by affecting capital dynamics only indirectly through the pollution dynamic
equation) has only long run effects, even though they are similarly negative. By comparing Figure 5 and
Figure 4 we can note that not only the initial capital distribution matters for determining whether the spatial
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Figure 4: S-shaped production case: initial capital allocation for k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)h (left panel), and k(x, 0) =
k(x, 0)l (right panel), spatial poverty trap threshold and evolution of capital and pollution (with diffusion).
economy will be able to to converge to the high capital equilibrium level or not, but also the pollution-induced
effect does. Indeed, if pollution strongly affects output (directly through the damage function, or indirectly
through the degree of environmental inefficiency) even if rich regions are substantially rich the whole spatial
economy might be condemned to collapse in the long run.
We now turn back to the fully fledged model and we explore the behavior of (1) - (2), subject to (5).
We consider different values for d and k(x, 0) in order to illustrate the effect of the diffusion and the initial
capital distribution on the long run outcome of the spatial economy. In particular, we use the values d = dh
and d = dl , which correspond to high diffusion and low diffusion, respectively, for both capital and pollution.
We alternatively chose k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)h or k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)l , as in the upper panels of Figure 4. As in the
previous discussion, the share or rich and poor regions are the same in the different scenarios. The goal of
the simulations illustrated from Figure 6 to Figure 9 is to show the combined effects of diffusion and initial
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Figure 5: S-shaped production case: initial capital allocation for k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)h with higher b (left panel),
and k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)h with higher θ (right panel), spatial poverty trap threshold and evolution of capital
and pollution (with diffusion and changes in pollution effects).
capital distribution on the long run economic and environmental outcome. Figure 6 presents the steady
state solutions and the solutions surfaces in the case in which d = dh and k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)h . Both k and
p approach non-trivial steady states. The economy evolves along a sustainable path along which capital
and pollution experience dynamics before reaching their steady states eventually. By observing the final
time profile of k and p it is possible to note that a long run heterogeneity in space survives, even if the
value of the diffusion coefficient is high. Comparing Figure 1 with Figure 6, whose simulations rely on the
same set of parameters and functions apart from the production function, and considering that the relative
peak-bottom distance in their respective final time profiles is almost exactly the same in the two cases, we
can conclude that what really matters in generating a spatial heterogeneity is the externality embedded in
the kernel function, as previously shown for the Cobb-Douglas case. This is a noticeable result because it
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Figure 6: S-shaped production case: evolution of capital and pollution (with k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)h and d = dh ).
shows how the effect of non-diffusive pollution externalities shape the long run spatial profile of the economy:
rich regions enjoy a sustainable path, but their long run achievements are negatively affected by the grater
amount of pollution they eventually suffer. However, even if the diffusion (that is the possibility for capital
and pollution to freely flow across regions) does not overcome the exogenous asymmetries introduced by the
kernel function, it turns out to have overall a positive effect. Indeed, since the initial capital endowment
in rich regions is sufficiently abundant, this permits also poor regions to achieve a sustainable steady state.
Next, we reduce the level of capital and pollution diffusion by setting d = dl . Figure 7 shows that both k
and p reach non-trivial, non-homogeneous steady states in this scenario. The spatial heterogeneity is now
considerably sharper than before, but nevertheless the initial capital endowment guarantees a sustainable
steady state for all the regions in the domain.
Then we reduce the overall initial capital by setting k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)l . When d = dh , the capital and
pollution diffusion levels are high enough to ensure that all regions suffer. Figure 8 confirms that in such
a case the resulting solutions for both k and p approach zero. Even if in the initial spatial distribution of
capital there are some rich regions, diffusion drains away resources so heavily that eventually all the regions,
both rich and poor, are doomed to the same dire destiny. Differently from the previous case, where diffusion
is actually helping poor regions to escape their poverty trap, here the possibility for capital to freely flow
toward underdeveloped regions is quite negative ruling out the possibility of achieving a sustainable path
for all the regions in the domain. Note that, as discussed earlier, the initial capital distribution is crucial in
this respect.
Not only the initial capital distribution matters but also the intensity of the diffusion parameter does.
In fact, if the diffusion terms are smaller, as set equal to d = dl as in Figure 9, both k and p reach a
non-trivial, non-homogeneous steady state (exactly the same steady state as in Figure 7, being the initial
value of k the only difference between the two simulations). Slowing down the diffusion of capital helps every
region to grow along a sustainable path. When k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)l , a variation of the diffusion coefficient from
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Figure 7: S-shaped production case: evolution of capital and pollution (with k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)h and d = dl ).
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Figure 8: S-shaped production case: evolution of capital and pollution (with k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)l and d = dh ).
d = dl to d = dh is devastating, leading every region in the spatial economy to collapse to a zero capital
level. In other words, reducing the diffusion can be beneficial for some initial capital distributions: indeed,
15

while before the reduction of the diffusion, the initial capital distribution of the spatial economy belongs
to the basin of attraction of the trivial steady state (Figure 8), after the reduction, the same initial capital
distribution ends up in the basin of the high steady state level (Figure 9). However, note that this reduction
of diffusion does not preclude the basin of attraction of the trivial steady state to exist: in this last scenario
(k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)l and d = dl ), a slight reduction in the parameter kl , for example, can lead the economy to
the way to collapse7 . These numerical results clearly show that in an S-shaped technology framework, it is
no longer obvious that the spatial economy develops along a sustainable path8 .
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Figure 9: S-shaped production case: evolution of capital and pollution (with k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)l and d = dl ).
By comparing the results obtained under a neoclassical and S-shaped production function, respectively
given in (3) and (5), we can understand the main implications of poverty traps on capital and pollution.
While collapsing paths are a possible outcome under a convex-concave production function (and they crucially depend on both the initial distribution of capital and the intensity of the diffusion parameters), such
a possibility is completely ruled out by the concave Cobb-Douglas technology. Indeed, such a formulation
implicitly assumes that the critical capital threshold level coincides with the zero capital level and therefore
it has already been exceeded by any living economy. This also means that while under a concave production
sustainable development is ensured, this is no longer obvious under a convex-concave production. In reality,
only industrialized economies can probably claim to have escaped their poverty traps, and therefore the
possibility of observing a collapsing (non-sustainable) outcome, especially in less developed economies, does
7

Ruling out the possibility of poverty traps means essentially to empty the basin of attraction of the trivial steady state, but
this cannot be achieved for all the possible values of the parameters. It is surely possible to reduce the size of such a basin of
attraction, and in this direction a reduction in the crucial parameter of the damage function, b, or in the degree of environmental
inefficiency of productive activities, θ, can help. Note that affecting these parameters means intervening on fundamental aspects
of the interaction between the economy and the environment.
8
Note that all the qualitative conclusions discussed thus far in this section hold true even if we use the initial distribution
of pollution p(x, 0) rather than the initial distribution of capital. However, if we stick to the reasonable hypothesis that k(0, x)
and p(0, x) are proportional that is not a problem. Otherwise, if we think that k(0, x) and p(0, x) are not so simply related, the
main conclusion would be similar, but we would need to consider several additional scenarios.
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not have to be ruled out a priori.
Finally, let us consider what happens whenever u(x) is not homogeneous across space. We consider the
case in which d = dl and k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)h and introduce a linear u(x), as follows: u(x) = 0.5x + 0.5,
meaning that u starts from zero and ends with one, linearly along the domain. We choose this scenario
because diffusion is low enough for the structural differences across each location x not to be wiped out.
As we can see in Figure 10 the regions close to the left boundary of the domain, that is regions where less
attention has been placed on abatement activities, are those with greater long run values for capital, but
these higher capital values are achieved at the cost of suffering higher pollution levels. By comparing Figure 7
with Figure 10 we can also see that, in the long run, the maxima and the minima of capital and pollution in
the u linear case are respectively greater and lower than the corresponding values in the u = 0.5 case; this
is due to the fact that we have exogenously introduced some heterogeneity in the abatement behavior.
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Figure 10: S-shaped production case: evolution of capital and pollution (with k(x, 0) = k(x, 0)h and d = dl ,
along with u(x) = 0.5 + 0.5x).

4

The Ramsey-Type Problem

In this section we wish to relax the behaviorist hypothesis on economic and environmental policies: thus far
s(x) and u(x) have been just parameters (though space dependent ones). Now we let them to be optimally
chosen by the social planner who by internalizing the spatial externalities selects the optimal spatio-temporal
path of consumption c(x, t) and share of abated emissions u(x, t). Hence, as in the canonical Ramsey (1928)
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formulation, the social planner’s problem can be expressed as follows:
Z

T

Z

xb

max
c(x,t),u(x,t)

s.t.

0

[c(x, t) − θp p(x, t)]e−ρt dxdt

(9)

xa

∂k(x, t)
∂ 2 k(x, t) f [k(x, t)][1 − u(x, t)]
+
− δk k(x, t) − c(x, t).
= d1
∂t
∂x2
a + bp(x, t)2
Z xb
∂p(x, t)
∂ 2 p(x, t)
= d2
+θ
[1 − u(x0 , t)]f [k(x0 , t)]ϕ(x0 , x)dx0 − δp p(x, t).
∂t
∂x2
xa

(10)
(11)

The utility function U (x, t) = c(x, t) − θp p(x, t) is separable and linear in consumption and pollution. This
formulation can be seen as a generalization of the utility function adopted in Boucekkine et al. (2009),
in which we have additionally introduced pollution as a disutility term. The parameter θp measures the
relative importance of environmental quality with respect to consumption. Differently from Boucekkine et
al. (2009), who consider an infinite time horizon, we do not focus on the very long run dynamics of the
economic and environmental system, and we consider a finite horizon problem, in which the final horizon
represents the amount of time needed to fully unfold environmental policy (e.g., suggested by international
agreements). Moreover our model considers a finite domain in the spatial dimension, thus we do not need
to introduce a spatial discount factor. It is worth to mention that an approach similar to ours in order to
model growth and environmental issues has been suggested by Anita et al. (2013). We however extend
their analysis by considering a second control variable, determining the extent of environmental protection
activities.
We deal with the optimal control problem above by following the variational method presented in
Brock and Xepapadeas (2008, 2010). We obtain the generalized current value Hamiltonian function,

H k(x, t), p(x, t), u(x, t), c(x, t) , as follows:


∂ 2 k(x, t) f [k(x, t)][1 − u(x, t)]
H = c(x, t) − θp p(x, t) + λk (x, t) dk
+
− δk k(x, t) − c(x, t) +
∂x2
a + bp(x, t)2


Z xb
∂ 2 p(x, t)
0
0
0
0
+
θ
[1
−
u(x
,
t)]f
[k(x
,
t)]ϕ(x
,
x)dx
−
δ
p(x,
t)
.
+λp (x, t) dp
p
∂x2
xa
The optimality conditions are:
∂ 2 λk (x, t)
fk [k(x, t)][1 − u(x, t)]
−
λ
(x,
t)
+ δk λk (x, t) +
k
∂x2
a + bp(x, t)2
Z xb
−[1 − u(x, t)]fk [k(x, t)]θ
λp (x0 , t)ϕ(x0 , x)dx0 .

∂λk (x, t)
∂t

= ρλk (x, t) − dk

∂λp (x, t)
∂t

∂ 2 λp (x, t)
2bp(x, t)f [k(x, t)][1 − u(x, t)]
= ρλp (x, t) − dp
+
θ
+
λ
(x,
t)
+ δp λp (x, t), (13)
p
k
∂x2
[a + bp(x, t)2 ]2

(12)

xa

while for the control variables, the maximum principle reads as:

M ax H k(x, t), p(x, t), u(x, t), c(x, t) .

(14)

c(x,t),u(x,t)

We need to solve a system of four backward-forward partial differential equations, namely equations (10),
(11), (12), (13), where the controls variables u(x, t) and c(x, t) are selected via the maximum principle
(14), and the initial conditions on the state variables k(x, t) and p(x, t), the final conditions on the costate
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variables λk (x, t) and λp (x, t) and the Neumann conditions on the first derivatives are given below:
k(0, x) = k0 (x); p(0, x) = p0 (x).
k(0, x) = k0 (x) = k0 e

−x
k

2

0

.

p(0, x) = p0 (x) = p0 ex .
λk (x, T ) = 0.
λp (x, T ) = 0.
∂k(xa , t)
∂k(xb , t)
∂p(xa , t)
∂p(xb , t)
=
=
=
= 0 ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂λp (xa , t)
∂λp (xb , t)
∂λk (xa , t)
∂λk (xb , t)
=
=
=
= 0 ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂x
As in the previous section, we consider two different production functions, the S-shaped and the CobbDouglas ones, with the latter as a benchmark case. With respect to previous section, the only additional
conditions we need to impose involve the control variables, and they read as follows:
0 ≤ c(x, t) ≤ f [k(x, t)]
0 ≤ u(x, t) ≤ 1.

[1 − u(x, t)]
.
a + bp(x, t)2

(15)
(16)

The condition on consumption in (15) states that gross investment should not be negative at any time and
at any location; (16) states instead the obvious condition that the abatement share needs to belong to the
closed interval [0, 1].

4.1

Spatio-Temporal Dynamics

For the numerical solution of our optimal control problem, we rely on a generalization of the Sweep Algorithm
(see McAsey et al., 2012; and see also appendix A for further technical details). Finally, the parameters and
functions employed in the simulations are the following:


θ = 0.2,  = 1, α1 = 1, α2 = 1, θp = 1, xa = −1, xb = 1,



 δk = 0.001, δp = 0.05, a = 1, b = 0.01,
(17)
A = 100, q = 4, dk = dp = 1, k0 = 1, p0 = 1,


2


 k(x, 0) = k e− xk0 , p(x, 0) = p ex , and ϕ(x0 x) = δ(x0 , x).
0

0

The choice of the above parameters follows the same clarity purpose as in the previous section. There are
minor differences with respect to the initial capital and pollution distribution employed in the previous
section, but they do not change our qualitative results.
In the Cobb-Douglas case, as illustrated in Figure 11, the optimal consumption c is zero in any position
at the beginning of the planning horizon, while taxation u is at its maximum value, u = 1. Such an initial
outcome persists until, abruptly, the optimal consumption reaches its maximum value and the optimal
taxation drops to zero. In other words, it is optimal to keep consumption low and taxation high initially,
at any location in the spatial economy, and then do exactly the opposite, as the end of the planning
horizon approaches. The optimal controls affect the evolution of the state variables: the high level of initial
abatement activities drains resources from the accumulation of capital, which have limited dynamics but
ends with a positive steady state for all the regions on the domain. Given the spatial homogeneity of the
controls, pollution remains higher in the more initially polluted regions. It is to be noticed that when the
optimal policy switches from c = 0 and u = 1 to c = 1 and u = 0 there is an increase in the level of pollution
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Figure 11: Cobb-Douglas production case: evolution of capital, pollution, consumption and share of abated
emissions in the optimally planned case (with d = 1 and k0 = 1).

Figure 12: S-shaped production case: evolution of capital, pollution, consumption and share of abated
emissions in the optimally planned case (with d = 1 and k0 = 1).
in each region and the opposite happens to the level of capital: of course this is due to the simulataneous
change in the optimal policies.
As is it possible to observe in Figure 12, for the S-shaped case, we have a qualitatively similar behavior of
the optimal consumption level and abatement rate, but we gain in the spatial heterogeneity: the profiles of
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the optimal policies in space and time show that the regions starting with a higher distribution of pollution
(p(0, x) = p0 ex , p0 = 1) are the last experiencing a reduction in the abatement taxation, from the maximal
level, u = 1, to the minimal level, u = 0, and, accordingly, the last to appreciate an increase in the optimal
consumption policy c, from c = 0 to c = c(T, x). On the contrary, the regions on the left (i.e., the initially
least polluted regions), have a starting level of abatement taxation u < 1, and suffer taxation for a shorter
period of time, while the optimal consumption is strictly positive and increasing since the beginning of
the planning horizon. As in the previous case, the optimal policies shape the spatio-temporal dynamics of
capital and pollution: capital has again limited temporal dynamics but heterogeneous (and positive) spatial
profile at the end of the period T , where k(T, x) increases with the level of pollution p(T, x) from the left to
the right. As before, the level of pollution remains higher in the more initially polluted regions, but in these
regions there is actually a decrease in p, while the least initially polluted regions pay the price of consumption
with a higher final value of p. It is important to stress that the spatial economy reaches a positive steady
state, meaning that given the parameter values and the initial distribution of capital and pollution, in the
optimal control framework policymakers are able to address the economy toward a sustainable outcome.
That is not obvious at all in the S-Shaped production function case, as already discussed in the previous
section.

5

Conclusions

In order to shed some light on how the evolution of capital and pollution interact not only over time
but also across space, this paper studies an economic growth model with pollution abatement activities.
Specifically we extend the spatial model by Camacho and Zou (2004) and Boucekkine et al. (2009) in
order to allow for pollution diffusion (Camacho and Pérez–Barahona, 2015). Our framework introduces a
kernel-based approach to modeling the spatial spread of pollution, allowing to distinguish between diffusive
and non-diffusive spatial externalities, contrasting the outcomes under a neoclassical and a convex-concave
production function. Differently from what happens with a globally concave production function, the case
of an S-shaped production technology since allowing for eventual poverty traps exhibits a richer variety
of possible scenarios, mainly due to the fact that its evolution operator is non-concave. In addition, the
behavior of capital and pollution are dependent upon the initial condition and the diffusivity parameters.
In particular, our simulations show that in some cases in the long run the economy survives in the presence
of a nonzero bounded level of pollution, but it could even be the case that the presence of a negative
pollution feedback on output leads every region in the spatial economy to collapse. We show that in
the convex-concave production framework the spatial implications of capital and pollution, thanks to two
different channels (namely, diffusion and pollution externality), might allow poor regions to escape their
poverty traps (or alternatively, it might condemn also rich regions to collapse in the long run). Specifically,
whenever rich regions are substantially rich diffusion can play a very important role in allowing poor regions
to escape their poverty traps; if however they are not rich enough diffusion might condemn also rich regions
to collapse in the long run. However, even if rich regions are particularly rich but pollution feeds back on
economic production strongly enough, the whole spatial economy might be doomed to collapse.
Note that our paper represents only a preliminary attempt to analyze the mutual relationship between
capital accumulation and pollution in a spatial framework. However, the problem of sustainable development
is much more complex than what we could describe in our model thus further research is definitely needed
in order to shed some more light on the potential spatial heterogeneities generated by environmental policies
and issues. For example, in our analysis we have not considered the effect of cleaning technological progress,
thus it is natural wondering how our results might differ by introducing such a further complication in the
joint dynamics of capital and pollution. In particular, the arising of an environmental Kuznets curve (as
shown in Brock and Taylor, 2010) which is generally interpreted as a positive outcome for the economic and
environmental system could be totally prevented by the diffusion of pollution from highly to lowly polluted
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locations. Thus, in a spatial context the implications of traditional (a-spatial) environmental policies might
need to be substantially revised. This challenging task is left for future research.

A

Numerical Simulations

We implement the forward-backward sweep method for the system (10), (11), (12), (13) and (14) as follows:
1. We start by choosing an initial guess (c(0) , u(0) ) = (c(0) (t), u(0) (t)).
2. Iteration for j ≥ 0: by using the spectral method, we solve
∂k (j+1) (x, t)
∂ 2 k (j+1) (x, t) g[k (j+1) (x, t)][1 − u(j) (x, t)]
+
= dk
− δk k (j+1) (x, t) − c(j) (x, t),
∂t
∂x2
a + bp(j+1) (x, t)
∂p(j+1) (x, t)
∂ 2 p(j+1) (x, t)
+θ
= dp
∂t
∂x2

Z

xb

[1 − u(j) (x0 , t)]f [k (j+1) (x0 , t)]ϕ(x0 , x)dx0 − δp p(j+1) (x, t),

xa

subject to
k (j+1) (x, 0) = k0 (x) in Ω,
p(j+1) (x, 0) = p0 (x) in Ω,
∂k (j+1) (x, t)
= 0 on ∂Ω,
∂n
∂p(j+1) (x, t)
= 0 on ∂Ω.
∂n
We reverse equation (12) and (13) in time, via the change of variable t̄ = T − t, turning the problem
into a forward problem with zero initial conditions. Then, we solve
(j+1)

∂λk

(x, t)

∂t

(j+1)

∂ 2 λk

fk [k (j+1) (x, t)][1 − u(j) (x, t)]
+
∂x2
a + bp(j+1) (x, t)2
Z xb
(j+1)
(j)
(j+1)
+δk λk
(x, t) − [1 − u (x, t)]fk [k
(x, t)]θ
λ(j+1)
(x0 , t)ϕ(x0 , x)dx0
p
(j+1)

= ρλk

− dk

(x, t)

(j+1)

− λk

(x, t)

xa

(j+1)
∂λp
(x, t)

∂t

= ρλ(j+1)
−
p

(j+1)
∂ 2 λp
(x, t)
dp
2
∂x

(j+1)

+ θp + λk

(x, t)

2bp(j+1) (x, t)f [k (j+1) (x, t)][1

− u(j) (x, t)]
+
[a + bp(j+1) (x, t)2 ]2

+δp λ(j+1)
(x, t)
p
subject to
(j+1)

(x, 0) = 0 in Ω,

(j+1)

(x, 0) = 0 in Ω,

λk
λk

(j+1)

∂λk

(x, t̄)
= 0 on ∂Ω,
∂n
(j+1)
∂λk
(x, t̄)
= 0 on ∂Ω.
∂n

Using MATLAB fmincon function (function is used to find the minimum of constrained nonlinear
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multivariable function) defined below

min f (x) such that
x



c(x) ≤ 0






ceq(x) = 0

A·x≤b




Aeq · x = beq




lb ≤ x ≤ ub,

to find the value of c(x, t) and u(x, t) that maximize H. We achieve this, by finding the value of c(x, t)
and u(x, t) that minimize −H. Finally we check for convergence by computing the difference between
the values of c(x, t) and u(x, t) in this iteration and the corresponding ones in the last iteration. If the
L2 -norm of the difference is negligibly small, we output the current function as solution, otherwise we
continue iterating.
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